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Modernism

 Postmodernism

American  
(& European)  
Modernism

Victorian Era 

Arts and Crafts Movement


Art Nouveau

Frank Lloyd Wright


The Four (Glasgow School)

Vienna Secession


Deutscher Werkbund 

Pictorial Modernism 


Plakastil

Art Deco


Constructivism

DeStijl


Bauhaus

Jan Tschichold (The New Typography)


Isotype

International Typographic Style (Swiss Style)


Modernism in America

New York School


Paul Rand

Corporate Identity and Visual Systems


The Conceptual Image

Introduction to Postmodernism


Early Postmodernism

Postmodernism


New Wave and Grunge

Contemporary Design

Post-postmodernism

HIGH 
MODERN

This week’s Flipgrid looks to next 
week! After hearing what developed 
in the 1980s and 90s in American 
graphic design, consider what is 
unique to the first decade of the  
21st century. 


In other words, NOT something 
talked about in lecture this week 
because then it’s not unique to  
the noughties. 


Then summarize its effects if they 
are still felt today. If it was just a 
passing trend, explain this. 


no more than 90 seconds

DUE by end of day 
Thurs Dec 3rd
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• GEN X COMES OF AGE 
• SEATTLE  &  PORTLAND : GRUNGE GROUND ZERO 
• IMPORTANT DESIGNERS 

• PAULA SCHER* 
• PENTAGRAM 
• STEFAN SAGMEISTER 
• DAVID CARSON  
• ART CHANTRY 
• MODERN DOG (MIKE STRASSBURGER & ROBYNNE RAYE) 
• CHIP KIDD 
• OTHERS 

• THE WORLD WIDE WEB+ 
• LOOKING AHEAD TO 2000s 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Terms
• Pluralism 
• Fragmentation 
• Subjective 
• Construct (noun) 
• Appropriation 
• Deconstruction 
• Decontextualized 
• Kitsch

GenX
▪Members of Generation X were children during a time of shifting 
societal values and as children were sometimes called the "latchkey 
generation”. This is due to reduced adult supervision compared to 
previous generations, a result of increasing divorce rates and 
increased maternal participation in the workforce, prior to 
widespread availability of childcare options outside of the home.  

▪ Years born are an approximate and will vary slightly  
 amongst different resource sources

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Generation_X
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generation”. This is due to reduced adult supervision compared to 
previous generations, a result of increasing divorce rates and 
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 amongst different resource sources
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You are probably GEN Z: 
born (about) 1997-2012* 
"the generation reaching  
adulthood in the second  
decade of the 21st century." 

GenX
▪“In the early nineties, when I graduated from college,  
the media was obsessed with a generation of indifferent 
teenagers and twenty-somethings who couldn't be bothered 
with social causes, careers, or the general state of 
humanity…They branded us slackers and they called us 
generation X,… 
▪What did we, as Generation X, inherit in the early 90s?  
The remnants of a five-year, cocaine-infused, party on  
Wall Street that ended in tears and a recession.  
▪Our generation wasn't filled with slackers, it was filled with 
such media savvy and saturated, individuals that we knew 
that participating in the existing paradigm would only result 
in low pay and long hours for some old-school company.”  
   
-The Farce of the Slacker Generation (Or What the Hell Happened to Generation X)? -     
 byJason Calacanis

https://www.edge.org/response-detail/10846
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with social causes, careers, or the general state of 
humanity…They branded us slackers and they called us 
generation X,… 
▪What did we, as Generation X, inherit in the early 90s?  
The remnants of a five-year, cocaine-infused, party on  
Wall Street that ended in tears and a recession.  
▪Our generation wasn't filled with slackers, it was filled with 
such media savvy and saturated individuals that we knew 
that participating in the existing paradigm would only result 
in low pay and long hours for some old-school company.”  
   
-The Farce of the Slacker Generation (Or What the Hell Happened to Generation X)? -     
 byJason Calacanis

https://www.edge.org/response-detail/10846
Guerrilla Girls, The Advantages of Being a Woman Artist, 1988
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Seattle, Washington and Portland, Oregon)



“Grunge”
▪“Punk gone Pop” (*not to musicians) 

▪Depoliticized design 
▪APPEARANCE of being anti-establishment 
▪Grunge designs have been criticized for 
their apparent lack of interest in considering 
graphic design as an important part of  
social activism 

▪GenX: “slacker generation” 

Eskilson, Stephen J., Graphic Design:  A New HIstory, ©2007, Laurence King Publishin



“While it had taken decades for the  work of the 
historical avant-garde of the 1910s and 1920s 
to be absorbed into commercial culture,  
 
in the 1990s advertising agencies proved  
adept at identifying and exploiting  
elements of youth culture only months  
after trends appeared.”

Eskilson, Stephen J., Graphic Design:  A New HIstory, ©2007, Laurence King Publishin
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“For more than three decades Paula Scher has been at 
the forefront of graphic design. Iconic, smart and 
unabashedly populist, her images have entered into the 
American vernacular.”

https://www.aiga.org/medalist-paulascher
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“A cunning trickster turns convention upside down, 
stretches the bounds of propriety, stomps on mores and 
taboos and alters popular perceptions. Stefan 
Sagmeister has long fit this ‘bad boy’ bill.  
Known for upsetting norms, he tricks the senses through 
design, typography, environmental art, conceptual 
exhibitions and, lately, video.”

https://www.aiga.org/medalist-stefan-sagmeister

▪STEFAN SAGMEISTER 
▪Born 1962 in Austria, moved to NYC in  
1980s and attended Pratt Institute on  
Fulbright scholarship 

Eskilson, Stephen J., Graphic Design:  A New HIstory, ©2007, Laurence King Publishin
Stefan Sagmeister (Tom Schierlitz, photography), poster for AIGA New York Chapter, 1996

▪STEFAN SAGMEISTER 
▪Born 1962 in Austria, moved to NYC in  
1980s and attended Pratt Institute on  
Fulbright scholarship 
 
 
“Sagmeister yearns for design that  
 means something, that connects to  
 people at a human level.”

Eskilson, Stephen J., Graphic Design:  A New HIstory, ©2007, Laurence King Publishin



Stefan Sagmeister, Trying To Look Good Limits My Life, 2004

▪STEFAN SAGMEISTER 
▪1996: pioneered a design style that used a 
tattoo look for Set the Twilight Reeling poster 
for album cover, Lou Reed

Eskilson, Stephen J., Graphic Design:  A New HIstory, ©2007, Laurence King Publishin
Stefan Sagmeister, Lou Reed Set the Twilight Reeling poster for album cover, 1996

▪ Title almost illegible at top 
▪ Taking some inspiration 

from psychedelic posters 
▪ Tattoo/borderline graffiti 

look, hand-drawn lettering  
to disfigure pristine image 
(intimate close-up photo  
of face) 

▪ Or is it such heart-felt  
lyrics to seem bursting  
out of Lou’s head?

▪STEFAN SAGMEISTER 
▪1996: pioneered a design style that used a 
tattoo look for Set the Twilight Reeling poster 
for album cover, Lou Reed 
▪1999: produced poster to publicize lecture  
by Cranbrook Academy and the Detroit branch 
of AIGA

Eskilson, Stephen J., Graphic Design:  A New HIstory, ©2007, Laurence King Publishin
Stefan Sagmeister, AIGA and Cranbrook Academy of Art poster, 1999

▪ Instead of digitally doing, 
actually had an assistant 
carve into his flesh. 

▪ Worked with Tabor Kalman 
for a bit, bandaids like a hint 
at his humor and use of 
vernacular 

▪ Sensationalism and 
sexuality with sarcasm 

▪ Style = fart >> slogan that 
he had posted in his studio, 
there to remind everyone 
that graphic design must be 
more than just a trendy style 
that sells

Another Self-indulgent monograph (practically everything we have ever designed including the bad stuff) 
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“Typography spun into a whirling end-of-century gyre in 
the 1990s, and David Carson was at its center. The 
incendiary pages of Ray Gun magazine inflamed the 
eyes and minds of countless young designers who sought 
to tap into the freedoms unlocked by his bold new style. 
Carson shaped everything in his path for his own 
purposes, endlessly contorting type, layout and grid into 
new configurations and abandoning design’s established 
truths of order and legibility. He represented a new breed 
of visual author.”

https://www.aiga.org/medalist-david-carson

DAVID CARSON 
• Southern California-based designer, b.1956 

• “Godfather of Grunge” 

• Competitive surfer (1989: ranked 8th in the world) 

• High school sociology teacher  

• At age 26, he enrolled in a two-week 
commercial art class

https://www.britannica.com/biography/David-Carson
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DAVID CARSON 

• Began work as a designer at the small  
surfer magazine Self and Musician. 

• Spent four years as a part-time designer  
 at Transworld Skateboarding,  
 which enabled him to experiment.

https://www.britannica.com/biography/David-Carson

DAVID CARSON 
• 1989:  

became art director for Beach Culture magazine.  
• “His characteristic chaotic spreads with  

overlapped photos and mixed and altered type 
fonts drew both admirers and detractors. 

• Photographer Albert Watson declared,  
“He uses type the way a painter uses paint  
to create emotion, to express ideas.”  

• Others felt that the fractured presentation 
obscured the message it carried. 

• Beach Culture had only 6 issues before  
it shut down, but Carson’s work earned him  
more than 150 design awards!

https://www.britannica.com/biography/David-Carson DAVID CARSON 
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• Beach Culture had only 6 issues before  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more than 150 design awards!

https://www.britannica.com/biography/David-Carson

David Carson, Beach Culture magazine covers, both from 1990 
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DAVID CARSON 
• Ray Gun (alternative music magazine) 

approached and hired  him in 1992. 

• Over the next 3 years,  
Ray Gun’s circulation tripled. 

• Nike, Levi Strauss Co., etc.  
approached Carson for work.  

• 1995 leaves Ray Gun and forms  
David Carson Design.

https://www.britannica.com/biography/David-Carson



David Carson, Ray Gun magazine covers, November 1997 
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David Carson, Ray Gun magazine covers, Dec/Jan 1998

DAVID CARSON 
• Ray Gun (alternative music magazine) 

approached and hired  him in 1992. 

• Over the next 3 years,  
Ray Gun’s circulation tripled. 

• Nike, Levi Strauss Co., etc.  
approached Carson for work.  

• 1995 leaves Ray Gun and forms  
David Carson Design.

https://www.britannica.com/biography/David-Carson
David Carson, Ray Gun magazine covers, October 1997 David Carson, Ray Gun magazine covers, 1990s



David Carson, Ray Gun magazine covers, 1990s David Carson, Ray Gun magazine covers, 1990s David Carson, Ray Gun article, 1990s

David Carson, Ray Gun article, 1990s David Carson, Ray Gun article, 1990s David Carson, Ray Gun article, 1994



“Graphic design will save the world 
right after rock and roll does.” - Carson

DAVID CARSON 

• “Expressive deconstruction” 

• Work looks like it’s in the process of  
 being dismantled 

• Overprinting, chaotic  typography, disorder,  
 deliberate “errors”, blurred photographs

Eskilson, Stephen J., Graphic Design:  A New HIstory, ©2007, Laurence King Publishin
Quote by David Carson; artist source unsure

David Carson, Nine Inch Nails promotional material and CD cover, late 1990s, early 2000s David Carson, Nike (via agency wieden +kennedy), 1994 The End of Print: The Grafik Design of David Carson
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+ AND OTHERS LIKE THIS WHO WERE 
   EXPERIMENTING AND NOT JUST COPYING

Tomato, Underworld, Dubnobasswithmyheadman CD album cover (unfolded), 1993 Tomato, Underworld, Dubnobasswithmyheadman album cover, 1993 

▪Tomato: Underworld cover 
▪Name of band and  
  album are legible,  
  then the rest has: 

▪ Reversed text,  
overprinted so much that 
lose legibility in fragments  
of abstract design 

▪ Number of deliberate 
“mistakes” in alignment = 
kinetic energy 

▪ Hand  = sinister feeling

Benjamin Savignac, DEdiCate magazine cover, 2003

▪ Expressive visual chaos 
▪ Shift in tonal and  

color intensity 
▪ Normal model pose,  

broken up 
▪ Ghosting of shoulders like 

wasn’t standing still 
▪ Model’s face shifted 

horizontally, type over  
the top 

▪ Hairdresser in side, 
unhappy at moving tendrils  

▪ X over top and in  
random places
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ART CHANTRY 
• He first emerged in 1980s in Seattle 

• Found work publicizing concerts and 
bands that were part of thriving 
independent music scene there 
 
HIS STYLE IS ALL ABOUT 
APPROPRIATION AND 
RECONTEXTUALIZATION

Eskilson, Stephen J., Graphic Design:  A New History, ©2007, Laurence King Publishin
Art Chantry’s posters at Fulcrum, 2011 Art Chantry, The Night Gallery performance art poster, Center on Contemporary Art, 1991

Art Chantry, Kustom Kulture exhibition poster,1994 

▪ Blend of found photographs, 
chaotic varied lettering, vivid 
colors, fanciful doodles 

▪ Horror vacui effect:  
every available square inch 
of page is covered 

▪ Tongue-in-cheek tone of 
work: esp photos of people 
with absurdly serious (or 
way too happy) expressions 

▪ Appealed to young people 
who cultivate an ironic, 
detached attitude toward  
the world

Art Chantry, Condom Cop, 1993 

ART CHANTRY 

• "Contrarian designer” 
• Part of the  

anti-establishment subculture 
• But also working selectively for 

mainstream commercial clients 

• Resisted use of digital technology 
(still)

Eskilson, Stephen J., Graphic Design:  A New HIstory, ©2007, Laurence King Publishin



Art Chantry, Filthy Beasts album release poster for Fantagraphics Bookstore, 2007

ART CHANTRY 
• “Chantry’s idiosyncratic, expressive style 

makes use of lettering and images 
appropriated from the vernacular world to 
create compositions with a forceful kinetic 
energy that draw the viewer in.”

Eskilson, Stephen J., Graphic Design:  A New HIstory, ©2007, Laurence King Publishin
Art Chantry, promotional poster for The Flaming Lips, 1995

Chantry and “Punk Gone Pop”
• “Art Chantry is one of the most influential designers of the 

Grunge movement. He is mostly associated with the album 
covers and posters of various bands of the time like Nirvana, 
The Sonics and Pacific Northwest.  

• Most of Art Chantry’s work is handmade, which is very similar 
to the fanzines that we see during the Punk movement 
(specifically late 70s, but ongoing).  
o He made use of various materials in order to create  

his designs, such as newspapers, catalogs and other bits from 
the American vernacular media landscape.  

o He also made use of sketchy typefaces and stencils placed 
randomly on his designs. 

o The use of the very bright colors along with the  
black contrast and white which is very similar to the  
Punk movement.”

Paraphrased from https://manuelbonnici.wordpress.com/2014/01/21/art-chantry/ Art Chantry, Mono Men, 2006 Art Chantry, ad for Urban Outfitters, 1994



Art Chantry, Crock Shock, 1994 Some People Can’t Surf: The Graphic Design of Art Chantry
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Modern Dog, Rainy States Film Festival, 1995



Modern Dog, Rainy States Film Festival, 1997 Modern Dog, Care to Dance AIDS Dance-a-Thon (Chicken Soup Brigade), 1998 Modern Dog, Greenwood-Phinney Artwalk, 1996

Modern Dog, Greenwood-Phinney Artwalk, 1998



Modern Dog: 20 Years of Poster Art
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CHIP KIDD 
Book cover design in the U.S. has been 
influenced by one graphic designer more  
than any other.  
•1980s: landed position at  
Knopf Publishing Group right after undergrad 
(B.A. in Graphic Design) 
•Gave photography a more prominent role – 
“a sophisticated eye for choosing the  
right image.”

Eskilson, Stephen J., Graphic Design:  A New HIstory, ©2007, Laurence King Publishin
Modern Dog, Dogs We Know, DATE



Chip Kidd, Pastorilia book cover, 2000

▪ (not always appropriation, 
as shown here) 

▪ odd, ambiguous imagery,  
as the bewiggled monkey  
is suggestive of playful 
silliness  

▪ while the cropped face of a 
glaring man floats above the 
horizontal line, bringing up 
issues of surveillance, 
judgment, and even the 
threat of violence. 

▪ Uses comic-based imagery 
here and Pop Art styles 

▪ Modernism aspects in direct 
contrast with font choice 
and visual tension
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Global Design
} United Kingdom (Pentagram office and others) 
} Japan 
} Netherlands

Global Design
} United Kingdom (Pentagram office and others) 
} Japan 
} Netherlands

Shigeo Fukuda, “Victory 1945” poster,  1975



Shigeo Fukuda, exhibition poster for Keio department store, 1975

Global Design
} United Kingdom 
} Japan 
} Netherlands 

} WWII and the German occupation completely 
disrupted Dutch society; transportation and  
communication came to a virtual halt… 

} Post-war : rebuilding necessary,  
restore prewar cultural and social life.

Global Design
} United Kingdom 
} Japan 
} Netherlands 

} WWII and the German occupation completely 
disrupted Dutch society; transportation and  
communication came to a virtual halt… 

} Post-war : rebuilding necessary,  
restore prewar cultural and social life. 

} As Dutch design evolved, 2 strong currents: 
} Pragmatic constructivism 
} Vigorous expressionism

http://www.typolover.com/images/WIM_CROUWEL_ANATOME_15.jpg Wim Crouwel’s work from A Graphic Odyssey exhibition The Design Museum, UK, 2011 Wim Crouwel, c. 1960s-80s 
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Global Design
} During the 1980s and 1990s, the rapid development of 

electronic and computer technology began to change 
the processes and appearance of design.  

} Overnight express mail, fax machines, the Internet, 
electronic mail, global televisual communications such as 
the continuous Cable News Network (CNN), and direct-
dial international long-distance telephone service all 
served to further shrink the human community into 
Marshall McLuhan’s “global village”.  - Meggs 
 
*not even close to the same level of social media until the mid- to end of the 90s.

1967



1967

“Ours is a brand-new world of all - at - once - ness.  
‘Time’ has ceased, ‘space’ has vanished.  
We now live in a global vilage…a simultaneous happening.”  
                - Marshall McLuhan, The Medium is the Massage, 1967

Web 1.0
• “For better or for worse, web design has 

come of age over the last (almost three) 
decades, during an era when there is no 
overarching movement, such as 
International Typographic Style, to guide its 
aesthetics development.  

• Also, inexpensive software programs have 
allowed literally hundreds of millions of 
amateurish pages to clutter the web, 
creating a chaotic visual environment 
where one rarely knows what to expect.”

Eskilson, Stephen J., Graphic Design:  A New HIstory, ©2007, Laurence King Publishin

Web “2.0”
• Interactivity (buzzword) 

• (From book published in 2007):  
“However, the continuing surge in 
broadband access combined with the wide 
availability of Adobe Flash as an interactive 
web platform revolutionized the field.” 

• But then Flash “died”

Eskilson, Stephen J., Graphic Design:  A New HIstory, ©2007, Laurence King Publishin

Everything changed (again) in 2007



Social Media
• Graphic designers play a large role in social media 

mainly because audiences are going to demand 
more real-time and interactive content.  

• Various outlets will still have ample opportunities for 
advertisers and marketing agencies to develop 
visually appealing content such as ads, memes, 
banners and other imagery.  

• Graphic designers also play a role in maintaining a 
site’s user experience.  

• This means that graphic designers will work hand in 
hand with user experience architects, content 
strategists and other digital marketing professionals 
to ensure a live, interactive and appealing feel..

http://www.graphicdesigndegreehub.com/faq/how-does-social-media-affect-a-graphic-designer/ 2019 article

Social Media

http://www.graphicdesigndegreehub.com/faq/how-does-social-media-affect-a-graphic-designer/ 2019 article

• Graphic designers become even more vital to 
companies using social media  

• (which should be every business that wants to be successful in the 21st century).  

• Social sites will increase the relevance of graphic 
designers because users will demand more content 
more frequently.  

• Graphic designers will then need to stay abreast of 
new changes in the design industry in order to 
constantly appeal to users across the board.  

• Whether it’s experimenting with new typography or 
figuring out new ways how to create appealing ads, 
graphic designers will always have a place.
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Web
• Is web (and app) design simply another part 

of graphic design or does it constitute a  
separate field altogether? 

• In the present day, has it come full circle with 
user experience?

Eskilson, Stephen J., Graphic Design:  A New HIstory, ©2007, Laurence King Publishin



The New New Advertising
“The challenge for us is to stop interrupting  
 what people are interested in and be what  
 people are interested in.” 
 
 – The chief Creative Director of  
    J. Walter Thompson quoted in Creative Review

Eskilson, Stephen J., Graphic Design:  A New HIstory, ©2007, Laurence King Publishin
The Blair Witch Project, released 1999 http://www.usatoday.com/story/life/movies/2014/07/13/blair-witch-project-15th-anniversary-classic-legend/10707409/




